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About This Game

Universe 24 is a local highscore style, madness action based, 3d platform game.

On the planet Esaga conflict has erupted after a enormous flying machine has fallen from the heavens.
Here you follow the main protagonist fight attempt, to try and stop the Rimfs greedily plan to gather all the resources from

Gimmle, the crashed flying machine.

The story takes place over 6 missions in varying environments, designed to challenge the player in different ways and escalated
difficulty.

In skirmish mode you can customize your own fights.

Here you can challenge yourself in many different ways.
Choose Between 7 Maps and Environments.

Each map has a dedicated leader-board, so you can track your skill improvements.
9 Different Gun Modes, With Over 30+ Weapons.

Customize the numbers of enemies and there intelligence to change the difficulty, or simply go unlimited enemy spawns and
find out how long you can last.

After every challenge you get presented with statistics from the last played round.
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Key Features

High tempo action

Story mode with 6 missions

All of the story text can be narrated, if you so chose to.

Customizable Skirmish mode with 7 different maps

Quick round restarts

30+ weapons

Local high-score

36 music tracks

No DRM
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Title: Universe 24
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Allsvinn
Publisher:
Allsvinn
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista 64bit or greater

Processor: Intel core i5-4690 3.5ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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the worst hidden object game i have ever played. just a bunch of easy, lazy and repetitive hidden objects scenes that have
nothing to do with the story.

is it serious? i completed the game in 30 minutes. it is absolutely not worth the money.

it is so bad that you will feel cheated even if you get it for free.. The two Indie Devs did a great job... i like the game! =)

One small glitch: Game crashed after killing first boss... I died exactly in the same moment.. It tried to reset my location and
probably couldn't do that for the already killed boss = crash.. Does what it says. Simple, intuitive interface and already highly
polished. Now supports my Fuji FinePix REAL 3D W3. Can't wait to use Microsoft ICE to stitch together some panoramas.

Highly engaged developer. I would reccomend this title.

. A Great Game. If you are looking for some adventure this is for you. There are tasks but you are to search and complete them.
Grafix are great. A few bugs are there but only adds to adventure. Give it a try you might like it.. izi cheaters obvios walls and
aim. I enjoyed the first game so I thought nothing of paying for the second instalment. If you like CYOA games and the first
part of this story then you will likely enjoy this one. For the amount of time I played this and the amount of interest it managed
to get out of me it surely represents great value for the price.

If you playthrough it once you can always create another character and do things differently. I have two characters in which I
take different options. Not all options will change the outcome of things though I should warn you, there is some illusion of
choice, but nevertheless it does allow you to really be your character and the characters I play really feel like my own.

The writing is good and its easy to get immersed into things, and I definitely feel attached to the characters. After being with
them in the story and interacting with them throughout the story you genuinely care about them.

You can choose certain aspects of your Ronin character, such as their name and aspects of their personality, but there are many
things you also cannot personalise which makes sense. Just a warning.

Be warned about the cliffhanger at the end.

I recommend playing the first game before this one.. I will let this first look video do the talking for me.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtK26tXpGQc
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While i did enjoy the game, to be honest it was just because of nostalgic reasons. The gameplay itself and the "feel" of the
combat is very stiff in my opinion. just comparing the gameplay to other good beat em ups i would rate this a 5/10, add to that
that it DOES have the bud spencer setting i still enjoyed it. overall 7/10. overpriced tbh but its a great game B). Loved the story.
Very fun point & click filled with puzzles and a note when an area is cleared and no more actions are left.
You play Robin Hood, but not the legend we know, a women by the name of Robin, you need to save your husband and the
village of Nottingham.
Loved it!!. Despite what many people say this is an awesome pack of brain teasers, and all of them pretty well made, with a
cheap price on top:

+Main feature - hand drawing input option - you have 3 options for input and all of them available at the same time, you can
click on buttons\/numbers for input, you can input them directly from keyboard and aim with arrows OR you can draw
numbers\/letters in the small place for hand drawing via mouse. Very nice for lazy puzzling

+Visuals: from the visual side of view this game is okay, Soft lines, colorful puzzles, easy to read the text. Pretty nice.

+Sound: truly said I'm playing this game mute with my music can't say much about it.

+6 languages (basically 5 English and American very close to each other): For each language you have 3 separate save slots, save
slots marked with hand drawn picture instead of a nickname, pretty nice.

+Avaliable games:

All puzzles has incremental difficulty (where it's available)
You have option for hints for all the puzzles but hints costs points that you obtain by completing puzzles, so they are not infinite

-Sudoku + Equate: Classic sudoku 6x6 then 9x9, it marks conflicting numbers - very useful, calculator is
\u0435\u0440\u0443 simple brain teaser when you have to guess correct operators for the equation.

-Wordsearch + chain letters: Simple table with letters where you have to find words from the list, they can be vertical,
horizontal or diagonal, different puzzles have different word themes. Chain letters - simple anagram.

-Fitword + hangman: Fitword speaks for itself you have a list of words that you have to fit into the crossword like table
+ hangman - classic hangman game where you have to guess the word (you have a hit of what is the word), by guessing
letters.

-Silhouette + jigsaw: a simple puzzle to train your eyes - you have to click on fields with a dot inside to fill the picture
parts with paint, so you will reveal the picture. Afterward, the jigsaw is very simple as well - you have a picture of the
jigsaw at left and you have to move the pieces at right to the correct positions.

-Link-a-pix + Missing piece: You have to link colored numbers with each other, to reveal colored picture. Missing piece
- you have to choose correct missing piece on the picture

-Spot the difference + picture quiz: Spot the difference speaks for itself - you have to click on the differences - picture
quiz - you look at the picture and then answer the questions about the picture

-Crossword: You have descriptions for words and crossword field - classic

-Codeword: Close to the crossword but you have crossword field filled with numbers - numbers mean letters, and you
have to guess them correctly to fill the crossword.

In total, you have like 1000 puzzles (500 puzzles + 500 bonuses) with incremental difficulty, pretty nice to open this
game once a day and train your brain.
+Steam achievements - pretty straightforward - you have to complete 10 puzzles of each category.
-No steam cards.
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http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=733422082

After all, it's a huge pack of small brainteasers for a low price, especially on a sale. Must buy.. 10/10 would drop an
android in the grinder again.. Once you understand the game it's soooo addictive! bring us more. I had so much fun
Bouncing Ducks and finding secrets,
That I tuned into a duckie myself!!! ��

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d11kkwwmOy8
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